Schools Pack

About Glasgow Wildlife
Garden Festival 2018
This Year, RSPB Scotland and Glasgow City Council are
teaming up with partners, organisations and community gardens
across the city to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the Glasgow
Garden festival.
We will celebrating with a range of events from 12 May-3 June,
all themes around wildlife and the environment, in green Spaces
across the city.
This festival is a continuation of Glasgow Wildfest, which has
been running since 2014. In that time, 40 groups have helped to
host a huge variety of events, from art installations; wildlife
themed walks; canoe trips; and citizen science activities. These
events have run in venues such as community gardens, stalled
spaces, back courts, church yards, schools grounds, parks and
rivers.
This year, we are looking for your school to get involved and
help us create this city wide wildlife festival.
You can be involved in a variety of ways, from putting on your
own event, fundraising for nature or creating a conservation
Pledge for your school grounds.

www.glasgowwildfest.org

Get involved!
Over the next few pages are ideas how your school can support nature and to help
create a city wide wildlife garden from, fundraising and education to biological recording,
making homes for wildlife and creating a conservation pledge.
We would like you to tell us if you get involved in some way and use pack. Please send
us pictures on facebook and twitter. #Glasgowwildfest.
If you want a retweet for anything, you can also tag us: @RSPBGlasgow and
@GlasgowCC

A-Z of
Fundraising
ideas
It would be fantastic if you were able to fundraise at your events for your community and also for
the RSPB. Below are some ideas you can use at events to raise money.
So what could YOU do? Here are some ideas to get you started:
Apple bobbing, auction, autograph sale or art exhibition
Back to school night, barn dance, barbecue, beard growing and shaving, sitting in a bath of
beans, bridge tournament, bring and buy sale, or anything to do with birds. Bake for Nature
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/activities/bake-for-nature/
Cake sale, car washing, children’s sponsored events, Christmas robin raffle, coach trips, coffee
break, concert, cricket match, croquet competition, craft fair or cycle ride
Darts tournament, dance competition, dawn chorus walk, dog walking, drawing competition or a
dress-down day
Egg decorating competition, expert talk or exercise classes
Fancy dress day, fantasy football, fashion show, fête, film show, flower festivals, football match
or fun-run
Garden party, golf competition, guess the weight of a bird or guided walk – and don’t forget to
Gift Aid it!
Half marathon, Halloween party, or hockey match
Ice skating, indoor bowls, or inter-office challenge
Jumble sale, juggling or joke telling
Karaoke or a keep fit challenge
Loud shirt/tie day or ladies’ pamper night
Marathon, mastermind quiz, murder mystery night or mowing lawns
No smoking day or non-uniform day
Open gardens or Olympic challenges
Pantomime, plant sale, playing a penny mile, ping-pong or a poker night
Quiz night
Raffle, recruit members, rock ‘n’ roll dance or rugby match
Scrabble competition, sponsored anything, slimming, speed-dating, salsa dancing, squash
tournament, street collections, swear box or swimming
Talent show, team events, tennis competition, tombola, treasure hunt or tug-of-war
Unwanted gift sale or university challenge
Variety show, virtual challenge or volleyball competition
Wine tasting, sponsored walk, a wildlife “whip-round” or white elephant sale
X-Factor style competition
Yo-yo competition or sponsored yoga session
Zany ideas are always a hit!
Be imaginative, have fun, give it your all! Please remember that the RSPB is an environmental
organisation. We take the issue of climate change and damage to the environment seriously and
would prefer it if you didn’t jump out of a plane, organise a car treasure hunt or do anything likely
to affect birds during the nesting season. If you’re interested in fundraising for the RSPB, please
ask us to collect any donations from you; or drop off donations at the RSPB South and West
Regional Office (10 Park Quadrant, Glasgow, G3 6BS). Labelled with GNAH Glasgow
Donations.

Conservation Pledge
Doing Cross curricular outdoor learning is a key feature of the curriculum for
excellence in Scotland, and is a great way to add some variety for children and
develop new skills in a fun way.
The following pages give some ideas that you can do with students to improve
school grounds for wildlife. After you have done this you could uses the RSPB
wild challenge resources to do wildlife lessons or invite one of our officers to
your school grounds.
Make
a home
for nature
Pledges 1-5
Pledge to take
action
1. Create a Pond
2. Plant a Wildflower
Meadow
3. Build a Bug home
4. Build a Bat Box
5. Make a Log Pile
1. Pond creation- Creating a pond is a fantastic way to provide homes to a whole
swathe of invertebrates and amphibians alike. Everything from water-boatman to
dragonflies, frogs to palmate newts, will be catered for. Your pond can be as basic or
elaborate as you want it to be.
2. Plant a wildflower meadow- Planting some vibrant native wildflowers has many a
benefit for your local green-space. Along with bringing some colour to an area, they
provide an excellent source of nectar for those all-important pollinators including a
wide array of Bee’s, Hoverflies, Butterflies and Moths. Did you know that one third of
the food we eat is completely reliant on insect pollination?
3. Bug hotels- Building a Bug hotel will provide an invaluable spot for nesting
insects. They come in a variety of shapes and sizes, from smaller species specific
hotels, through to larger ‘one-size fits all’ hotels. You can utilise a variety of
recyclable materials in creating your hotel.
4. Bat boxes- All our native bats are insect eating microbats and fantastically adept
aerial hunters. They are yet another unfortunate casualty to the over development of
urban area’s, with many old roosts being disturbed. Something as simple as putting a
bat box on a mature tree within an area rich in flying insects, can really stack the
deck in their favour.
5. Log-pile-Make use of Dead-wood! Piled, slowly decaying dead wood creates the
perfect habitat for ground living beetles and other invertebrates. Giving a home to
important garden allies, like the Devil’s Coach-Horse beetle (a known slug-hunter!)
as well as other important predatory invertebrates like centipedes.

Make
a home
for nature
Pledges 6-10
Pledge to take action
6. Leave a Wild Area
7. Put up a Nest Box
8. Hedgehog Highways &
Hogitats
9. Plant a Hedge row
10. Go Peat Free

6. Wild Area- Dare to be lazy! Quite often, the best thing to do for wildlife is to
leave your green-space wild, so pack away the lawn-mower, put your feet up and
let the grass grow! This doesn’t need to be done with your whole garden of course.
Just leaving a small unused corner or fringe to grow wild will create a small
biodiversity hotspot. Give an opportunity for wildflowers in the seed-bed to come
through and hibernating insects within the leaf litter to come back and complete
their life-cycle.
7. Nest Boxes- Nest Boxes come in all shapes and sizes; from small boxes ideal
for small garden visitors such as blue tits and chaffinches, to larger boxes ideal for
owls and kestrels. House sparrows nest in loose colonies, so choosing 2 or 3
boxes placed within the same area will create a house sparrow terrace, ideal for a
species which has endured a hard time of it in our recent past.
8. Hedgehog Highways- Hedgehogs! They tackle a variety of invertebrates
including potential pests like slugs and snails. Unfortunately they don’t make it to
most gardens thanks to the high fences separating many, so why not spend 5
minutes to cut a small doorway at the bottom of your fence and create a hedgehog
highway. They have a tendency to roam and this will allow them to do so, seeking
out new feeding grounds and mates alike. You can also build a hedgehog home or
‘Hogitat’.
9. Hedge Planting-Putting in a hedge row will provide an aesthetically pleasing
natural boundary to your garden/green-space as well as providing an excellent
source of food and protective shelter for wildlife. Planting native mixed hedges
using the likes of hawthorn and climbers like honeysuckle are perfect.
10. Go Peat Free-Using Peat free soils and composts will help to protect our
amazing blanket bogs from further cutting. Insects within these habitats are an
essential dietary component for upland birds such as golden plover.

Recording
It is important to record species over time so you can see what is doing well or
badly over time, especially to improve species diversity through conservation
work. In the State of Nature Report, a collaborative report formulated by wildlife
conservation partners to give an idea of how British wildlife was fairing in terms of
declines, it had a very positive outlook on the importance of voluntary biological
recording, stated that; The contribution of voluntary and amateur recording to our
understanding of UK wildlife populations and distributions is now world leading
and its significance vitally important to national monitoring and conservation
efforts (Burns et al. 2013).
You can use our Bioblitz pack for ID sheets of common species in Glasgow and a
recording sheet. You can send these records to the local biological record centre
or submit them on irecord.
We also have an irecord account set up for the event. :http://www.brc.ac.uk/irecord/
1) Sign on to iRecord
2) Select Record >> Activities
3) Select Browse all activities
4) Type Glasgow Wild Fest in the Search For box and press GO
5) Add Glasgow Wild Fest to your activities by clicking on the STAR symbol

Helping Bumblebees
Make a mini-meadow this is also brilliant for butterflies and birds too.
• Packet of wild flower seeds
• Packet of “fine grass seed” (not rye-grass, it grows too strong and fast)
• Rake
• Four sticks
• String
• Scissors
Sprinkle magic on the ground. Seeds might look boring but wait and see
what flowers will grow. A wildflower meadow is brilliant for all sorts of little
creatures.
1 You need to prepare the ground first. Thoroughly clear the area of grass
and weeds, then rake it over so that the soil is bare.
2 Mix the two packets of seed together, and sprinkle them evenly on the
ground.
3 Walk over the area to press the seeds down gently into the soil. Then
water your meadow a little.
4 Put sticks in at each corner. Tie string around them so that you can see
where you have planted your meadow. It will also stop other people
(and you!) from treading on it accidentally.
5 Now watch your meadow grow
Plants we recommend

Corn
Chamomile

Corn Marigold Groundsel

Cornflower

Scentless
Mayweed

Field Poppy

Make a bee house
• Plastic drinks bottle
• Plasticine
• Scissors
• Short bamboo canes all the same size
• String
1 Cut the top off the plastic bottle so that remainder of the bottle is
about a centimetre longer than your bamboo canes.
2 Push the plasticine into the bottom of the bottle.
3 Stick the canes (open ends out) hard into the plasticine and keep
putting them in until the bottle is full.
4 Use string to hang the bottle up in a sunny spot on a tree,
shed or wall. Make sure it tilts downwards slightly to keep rain out.
Stay safe
Cutting bottles up is tricky so ask an adult to help with this bit.

White
Campion

Sunflower

Helping Bats
Buy or make a bat box.
What you will need: • ready-made bat box • or untreated rough-sawn
wood 150 mm wide x 1.1 m x 15 mm or more • ladder • drill • screws •
saw • nails
1 The very best bat box is one with, good tight joints a narrow slit at the back of
the box, with a rough piece of wood leading up to it that they can clamber up. Two
or more internal compartments, and one that is as large as possible. It is also best
to have a few bat boxes near one another.
2 The best kind to use is untreated, rough-sawn wood with the Forest Stewardship
Council logo. If your wood feels too smooth, rough it by dragging the teeth of a
saw across the surface - this helps bats get a good grip as they clamber around
their new home.
3 Building your bat box. You’ll need a sheet of timber 150 mm wide by at least 1.1
m long, and as thick as possible to keep the bats insulated (ideally 15 mm or more).
Mark the wood with a pencil, and then cut it in to the sections shown on the
diagram. Nail all the pieces together as shown in the diagram, making the joints as
airtight as possible.
4 Choose your location. You could put it under the eaves of your house or, on the
trunk a mature tree. Ideally, look for a spot that is at least 3 m (10 feet) from the
ground, sheltered from strong winds and exposed to the sun for part of the day.
Unlike birds, facing your box between south west and south east is recommended.
Make sure there is a clear flight line in.
5 Now put your bat box up. Drill holes at the top and bottom of the box’s backing
plate and fix the bat box to the wall with screws or plugs. If you’re fixing it to a
tree, you can use adjustable ties so you don’t cause any damage to the tree. If you
don’t have these, use timberscrew bolts. All bats and their homes are protected by
law so it’s important you don’t disturb them. Watch and enjoy from a distance.
What you will need: • A large container that will hold water • Gravel or rocks • Small
pond plants • Optional: some pond liner or silicon
Create a mini pond
1 Find or buy a large container, such as: a half barrel, an old Belfast sink, or a big
washing-up bowl. It will need to be strong to withstand being outside.
2 Pick a site that gets a good amount of light, but isn’t in full sun all day. Put your
container into your chosen place when it’s empty. You can sink your container into
the ground or leave it on top, but lower edges will help creatures to get in and out.
3 Prepare your pond before you fill your container with water, to make it water tight
with silicon, or line a plant tray with butyl pond liner. Put a layer of clean gravel in the
bottom if you wish, but don’t use soil. Make sure that wildlife can get in and out by
using bricks, rocks or logs to create stepping stones into and out of the pond.
4 Fill your pond using rainwater where possible.
5 Add plants Submerged pondweed is vital to help your pond stay clear. Always use
native plants, such as rigid hornwort and whorled water-milfoil. Include native
marginal plants around the edges, to give perches and cover for wildlife. Try plants
such as water forget-me-not, lesser spearwort and marsh marigold.
6 Make sure it’s safe, do you need to fence off the pond?
7 Aftercare Don’t worry if blanket weed tries to overrun your pond in the first few
months – just remove it. As your pond matures, all the creatures you’ve attracted will
help keep the water clear

.

Helping House Sparrows
Make a Nestbox Just think – the box you make could soon be
filled with baby birds!
• A plank 150-180 mm wide, 1330-1580 mm long and
15 mm thick
• 14 galvanised round-headed nails, 3.5 cm long
• 6 small galvanised round-headed nails, 15 mm long
• Strip of rubber (such as an old bike inner tube)
• Small hammer
1 Cut the plank up to the sizes shown
here and to drill the hole in the front of the box.
2 Nail the sides to the back with three nails on each side.
3 Slot the bottom piece into place and nail it to the Lids.
Use two nails on each side.
4 Nail the front onto the sides with four nails.
5 Using the small nails, fix one side of the rubber strip to the piece of wood
for the lid – this will be the hinge. Put the lid on top of the box and nail the
other side of the rubber strip to the box. Don’t nail down the lid though!
6 Find a quiet place in your garden. The ideal spot is between two and
five metres from the ground, out of the reach of cats, and facing between north and east.
If you’re attaching it to a tree, use wire rather than nails.

Hedges
Can be one of the most important features for wildlife, but their value depends on the way they are
managed, and the hedging material. Hedges can provide insect food and an abundance of berries. An
established thick hedge can provide ideal nesting and roosting sites, as well as cover from predators.
It may be the only hiding place in the garden. Whips should be planted between October and March;
1 pick tree species. Make sure that bare-rooted whips do not dry out
2 Prepare the soil thoroughly before planting anything. Remove the
Native shrubs
turf from an area 0.5–1 m wide and dig a trench 30–40 cm deep.
Hawthorn Crataegus monogyna
Remove large stones and all perennial weeds and their roots as you
Blackthorn Prunus spinosa
go, and break up compacted areas.
Hazel Corylus avellana
3 peg out the hedge line
Holly Ilex aquifolium
4 Enrich the soil with rotten manure, or peat free compost.
5 The plants should be 30–45 cm apart, depending on their size.
Viburnum opulus (guelder rose)
Large vigorous plants may need to be 60 cm apart. If you’d like a
Crab apple Malus sylvestris
wide, dense hedge, plant the shrubs staggered in two rows, 30–45
Native privet, Ligustrum vulgare
cm apart.
Yew Taxus baccata
6 For each plant, dig a hole bigger than the rootball. Spread out the
Spindle Euonymus europaeus
roots, and remove weeds and damaged roots. Put the plant in the
Barberries The native Berberis vulgaris
hole, with the soil mark level with the surface of the ground. Fill with
soil, and heel the plant firmly in. Cut back unwanted or damaged
side shoots.
7 Once the row is planted, fork over the ground lightly, add a layer of
mulch and water thoroughly. If rabbits or deer visit your garden, the
newly-planted hedge needs protection from browsing.
8 Care of a new hedge will need care until it is established it is
important to keep the hedge free from rank grass and weeds for the
first few years.
9 When cutting the hedge it is best in the late autumn winter

Helping Watervoles
Watervoles are protected by law so if you’ve them on your grounds it is best to leave them
be and keep dogs away from them.
Normally watervoles are found near water. However in the east of our city we have a large
population of fossorial watervoles that live in Meadows.
Watervoles generally are not doing well in Britain and need our help so if you are lucky
enough to have them, please let the local biological record centre know or send your records
to lesbiodiversity@glasgow.gov.uk for more information go to
www.glasgow.gov.uk/watervoles
Field Signs of Watervoles

Burrows

Soil Mounds

Droppings

Helping Swifts
Swifts are protected by law so any nests should be left alone and uncovered by scaffolding.
Swifts are migratory. They spend the winter in central and southern Africa, and the summer in
Europe. They usually arrive back in Scotland in late April/early May
Declined 39% in 16 years which we think is partly due to lack of nesting sight.


Check that you have a suitable location for your
nestbox. You will need to place it high on the vertical
wall of a building, ideally under the eaves, and it
should be 5m (15 feet) above the ground, with an
unobstructed flight path. Think of how a swift will
approach the nest – it swoops down and then up to the
nest site at speed, the upward ascent slowing it down
to land. The box shouldn't be in direct sunlight, so an
aspect between north and east is usually best. (Note:
If you are having major renovation works done, you
can use a special 'swift brick'. These actually fit into
the fabric of the outer house wall. However, it should
only be done by a qualified builder)



Or make your own. Measure out the pieces of your exterior plywood
according to our diagram. Cut all the pieces, including the rectangular
hole into the front, shown in black, 4.5cm high and 8cm wide (the actual
opening will be smaller once the box is made).
Note: the dimensions shown are for 15mm thick wood. If your wood is
different to that, the dimensions of the side pieces should be 150mm by
150mm minus 2 x thickness of wood you are using, eg if you're using
18mm wood it would be 150mm x 114mm.









Assemble your nestbox. You can use nails, glue or screws, but make
sure you use screws to attach the front so it can be removed and
cleaned at a later date.
Ideally, attach a little wedge of wood just above the entrance to help
shelter the entrance hole from the elements. You’ll need the wedge to
have a sloping top to stop predators perching there.
Putting up the box. Use the projections on the back plate of the box to screw firmly to the
masonry of the house, just under the eaves. To be safe, avoid fixing it over doorways,
windows or walkways, just in case it falls.
Lure them in! We can't guarantee swifts will find your box, but you can increase the chances
if you play taped calls of other swifts via a loud speaker during the breeding season (MayJuly). They can be bought from our good friends at Swift Conservation. If you are successful,
swifts are sensitive to disturbance and protected by law, so just watch from the ground or
install a nestbox camera before the breeding season starts.
Create a swift colony. Swifts are gregarious birds which like to nest, feed and migrate in
groups. They mate for life and like to return to the same nesting site year after year. So if you
have space, why not put up a number of boxes, near each other.

Helping Hedgehogs
In the 1950s there were around 36 million of them, down to less than
a million today. Something like 10 million have vanished since 2003.
1 Help them get around
If you have solid fencing, cut a small, 10cm doorway at ground level so
hogs can pass through or consider replacing fences with hedging. If you
have brick walls, perhaps you can create a space under the gate.
2 Banish the slug pellets
A hedgehog is an asset to any garden, hoovering up slugs, snails and
other unwanted pests. Slug pellets are probably the easiest way to
control slugs, but they will also poison the hedgehogs that eat them.
There are other alternatives are beer traps, and physical barriers such
as eggshells, used coffee grounds, squashed garlic.
3 Reduce hog hazards
Make sure to check bonfires before lighting. Garden ponds should
always have a ‘way out’ for anything that falls in – such as halfsubmerged rock near the edge. And always check long grass before
strimming (or mowing) - hedgehogs won’t necessarily flee when they
hear it coming.
4 Food for hedgehogs Hedgehogs are also prone to starvation, and if
they don’t find enough food throughout the summer and autumn they will
not survive their winter hibernation. All sorts of wildlife, will benefit if you
can leave a corner of your garden to nature by leaving the grass long
which will also attract insects for them to feed on, give you somewhere
to relocate unwanted slugs. Whatever you do, don’t give them bread and
milk - there are plenty of much safer food options. Try wet or dry cat or
dog food, sunflower hearts, minced meat or even cooked potatoes…
and don’t forget to put out a dish of water on the ground.
5 Hedgehog shelter- Hedgehogs need to snuggle away during the
day. The long grass will also attract insects for them to feed on, give you
somewhere to relocate unwanted slugs, and help hedgehogs hide they’re very shy creatures. As well as hiding during the day, this time of
year, they will be nesting and raising their young, and come winter they’ll
need somewhere to hibernate.
Make your hedgehog home. Cut out sections as shown on the diagram
and nail all the pieces together except the roof. Fill the chamber with a
layer of dead, dry leaves. Hedgehogs prefer small leaves such as birch,
oak, hawthorn or hazel. Then screw the roof to the box so that you can
remove it in future to clean the box out every year or two around April.
The box needs to be out of direct sunlight and the front entrance should
be out of the wind in a quiet part of the garden under thick vegetation or
behind a shed is ideal.

RSPB and Education
Get closer to nature
Schools Outreach Sessions
With funding from Aldi we offer free school visits to primary schools in
Glasgow and Edinburgh to encourage children to connect with their
natural world.
We offer three fantastic sessions in primary schools. These are big
schools bird watch, bioblitz and giving nature a home. It’s all about
connecting the next generation to nature.
Field Teaching
Schools can come and visit us in Kelvingrove Park, and the Glasgow
Botanic Gardens, where we work in Partnership with Glasgow Life. We
connect the children to the nature around them through curriculum linked
environmental activities.
Ambassador Schools
Six Ambassador Schools in Glasgow and Edinburgh are championing
some of RSPB’s priority species. Our current ambassador species are:
bumblebees, house sparrows, hedgehogs, pipistrelle bats, the
watervole, swifts and common blue butterflies. These animals can all be
found in both cities and pupils are working with local community groups
to create green hubs for them in and around their school grounds.
CLPL Sessions
We are delivering popular CLPL (Career Long Professional Learning)
sessions for teachers and education professionals. Enhancing
confidence and sharing ideas in outdoor environmental education and
learning for sustainability. We are passionate about getting young people
outside and experiencing nature first-hand.
Wild Challenge
The Wild Challenge is our digital awards scheme which incentivises
children to go out, experience and connect with the natural world and
take action to help save nature whenever and wherever they are.
It provides resources, ideas for lessons and rewards for completion. And
are a great way to get your class started outside.
https://www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-teachers/schools-wildchallenge/

